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Licensed to Wed
Wyatt, Viscount Carbury is much too busy to court a bride,
but when his childhood neighbor, Robina Weston, is left
orphaned and penniless, Wyatt dutifully adds marrying
Robina to his list of responsibilities. Wyatt is dismayed to
learn that for Robina, poverty and pride are preferable to
sharing life with an arrogant, infuriating man who always
thinks he knows best. When Wyatt and Robina must endure
Christmas in the country together, antipathy turns to interest,
and then to unexpected attraction. Will they fight their
feelings, or yield to the surprising gifts the holidays offer?
P.S. I Love You
Handsome, inarticulate Frank Newnham asks for his cousin Christian's help when he woos Rosanne
Lacy by letter. Rosanne falls for Frank's delicious prose, but when they meet in person at the duke's
wedding party, Rosanne can't understand why Frank seems so ... dull. And why is she drawn to the
dark brooding Earl of Bruton, with his scarred face and air of melancholy?
The Best Laid Planner
A witty and sexy modern twist on the Regency romance. Arwen Kilpatrick gets her big break when
she’s hired to organize the wedding of an old friend to a billionaire. Arwen doesn’t have time for
romance, not even with the hot hotel handyman, Harry Compton. But putting on the wedding of the
year means dealing with one surprise after another, including the discovery that Harry is so much
more than he seems.
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